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If you have VoIP phone assistance or you are thinking to get relationship of VoIP telephone
assistance, but you are puzzled that how you can have many mobile phones spread around your
home or workplace when you have just one VoIP phone relationship. The days when people have
just one cell phone in their home are moving away, now everyone wants to move ahead along with
the pattern. You will be satisfied to listen to that there are some alternatives available; by
implementing them you can get several mobile phones operating by one relationship.

There are four below mentioned opportunities, for adding several mobile phones onto your one VoIP
phone service, with regards to the situation and requirements at the initial stage.

1. Using several jack extension connection is the simplest technique. Plug this connection in to your
VoIP service Analog Telephone Adaptor (ATA), this will permit you to hook up several mobile
phones on a single line. There is one restriction with this technique that you can hook up several
mobile phones at the same location of your VoIP Provider ATA device. This technique is not very
flexible if you want to distribute the mobile phones throughout your house.

2. Another great option of disseminating VoIP phone assistance is using Electronic wireless
telephone program. These daysâ€™ digital cordless cell phone techniques are very common in houses
with the available editions - 900MHz, 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz. So if you never have cordless cell phone
at the house then you can easily get it at very inexpensive price points because of the increase in
competitors, the costs go down. A platform device comes along with cordless cell phone techniques
that immediately attaches into your VoIP Company. Then Wi-Fi (also known as wireless) mobile
phones can be placed anywhere in the house. In this way your VoIP digital connection is allocated
all over your position and you can use it from anywhere in your position. One main thing I want to
bring up is that if you already have cordless mobile phones then you never need to purchase it
again especially for your VoIP phone program.

3. Using wireless phone port is the difference of the wireless phone. Hook up a base unit directly to
the VoIP Company ATA. Then you can connect extra cell phone systems to the wireless ports after
connect in the wireless ports to the electrical shops in any location where you need extra cell
phones.

4. Many people use their current phone cables and phone additions to spread VoIP phone systems.
Be cautious as you cannot connect your VoIP ATA line outcome immediately into the cell phone
port in your home. The reason behind this is that the conventional residential phone cables provides
current to make the cell phone â€˜ringâ€™ when someone calling you. This current may harm your VoIP
equipment. To prevent this, detachment the residential phone electrical wiring from their System
Program System (a black or grayish box on the outside of the house).

Once these phone lines at the house has been turned off, you can hook up in VoIP assistance ATA
provider directly into the current phone additions at house. Now you can distribute the VoIP phones
to all the other extensions in your home that are wired to that phone extension. Even it is highly
recommended that you should consult to an electrician or some person who is familiar with the
internal telephone wiring that how it is to best connect to your VoIP phone service to the current
phone wiring to take the advantage of the multiple extensions.

Hope, this will help you to provide useful options to get in touch several cell phones from a single
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VoIP phone connection.
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